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An improved three-dimensional model for interface pressure
calculations in free-surface flows

ALI JAFARI†, EBRAHIM SHIRANI‡ and NASSER ASHGRIZ*

Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering, University of Toronto, Toronto, Ont., Canada M5S 3G8

(Received 4 May 2006; revised 16 December 2006; in final form 1 May 2007)

A three-dimensional method for the calculation of interface pressure in the computational modeling of
free surfaces and interfaces is developed. The methodology is based on the calculation of the pressure
force at the interfacial cell faces and is mainly designed for volume of fluid (VOF) interface capturing
approach. The pressure forces at the interfacial cell faces are calculated according to the pressure
imposed by each fluid on the portion of the cell face that is occupied by that fluid. Special formulations
for the pressure in the interfacial cells are derived for different orientations of an interface. The present
method, referred to as pressure calculation based on the interface location (PCIL), is applied to both
static and dynamic cases. First, a three-dimensional motionless drop of liquid in an initially stagnant
fluid with no gravity force is simulated as the static case and then two different small air bubbles in
water are simulated as dynamic cases. A two-fluid, piecewise linear interface calculation VOF method
is used for numerical simulation of the interfacial flow. For the static case, both the continuum surface
force (CSF) and the continuum surface stress (CSS) methods are used for surface tension calculations.
A wide range of Ohnesorge numbers and density and viscosity ratios of the two fluids are tested. It is
shown that the presence of spurious currents (artificial velocities present in case of considerable
capillary forces) is mainly due to the inaccurate calculation of pressure forces in the interfacial
computational cells. The PCIL model reduces the spurious currents up to more than two orders of
magnitude for the cases tested.

Also for the dynamic bubble rise case, it is shown that using the numerical solver employed here,
without PCIL, the magnitude of spurious currents is so high that it is not possible to simulate this type of
surface tension dominated flows, while using PCIL, we are able to simulate bubble rise and obtain
results in close agreement with the experimental data.

Keywords: Free-surface flows; Surface tension; Volume-of-fluid (VOF) method; Spurious currents;
Continuum surface force (CSF); Continuous surface stress (CSS)

1. Introduction

In simulation of interfacial flows with fixed mesh,

determination of the interface pressure and surface tension

has been one of the most troublesome and challenging

issues. Surface tension forces appear in equations by

imposing a jump condition across the interface. This

condition is difficult to apply numerically and has been the

center of attention by many researchers (Williams et al.

1998, Kang et al. 2000, Jamet et al. 2002, Meier et al.

2002, Renardy and Renardy 2002, Ye et al. 2004). There

are two distinct ways of including surface tension in the

overall solution. The first category of methods such as the

boundary condition capturing method by Kang et al.

(2000) and also the sharp-interface method by Ye et al.

(2004) applies capillary force as a boundary condition

along the free surface. In this method, the interface is

considered to be a discontinuity separating the two fluids.

The field equations are solved separately for each phase on

a fixed grid, while interface is accounted for by forming

irregular computational cells to match the interface shape.

Since, the field equations in each fluid need to be coupled

between different phases, and explicitly linked with the

interfacial conditions, this method is computationally

expensive, although it gives accurate results for the case of

a static drop in static equilibrium.

The second approach for modeling surface tension

forces, which is much more popular and has been
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extensively used in the volume of fluid (VOF) (Scardovelli

and Zaleski 1999) and level set (Sussman et al. 1994,

Sussman and Smereka 1997) methods, is to solve a single

set of equations throughout the whole domain and simply

add the capillary forces to the Navier–Stokes equations as

an additional body force (Brackbill et al. 1992). In this

method, since the location of interface is not usually

known a priori, the surface tension force is applied as a

body force in the vicinity of the interface over a few cells.

This method is computationally more affordable than the

other methods; however, there are still some serious

problems to be addressed. The total surface tension force

over a closed surface (surface integral) equals to zero,

however, it cannot be ensured in most numerical

techniques. This is due to the fact that interface is not as

sharp as in the sharp interface method (Ye et al. 2004) and

thus the surface integrals due to capillary forces can

neither be evaluated accurately nor strictly obeyed to

equal zero for closed surfaces.

In volume tracking techniques such as the VOF method,

the two most widely used methods of this type are

continuum surface force (CSF) and continuum surface

stress (CSS) models. The CSF model reformulates surface

tension into an equivalent volumetric force F st as follows

(Brackbill et al. 1992):

Fst
v ¼ skdsn ¼ skn

j7Fj

½F�
ð1Þ

where F is the volume fraction which is zero where only

fluid 2 exists and is one where only fluid 1 exits and

between zero and one if the cell contains a portion of the

free surface (interfacial cell), s is the coefficient of

the surface tension, [F ] denotes the difference between the

maximum and the minimum values of F (which is 1 here),

n is the unit normal to the surface, ds is the delta function

and k is the surface curvature which can be written as:

k ¼ 7·n ¼ 27·
7F

j7Fj
ð2Þ

The above model produces an artificial acceleration in the

lighter fluid when the density ratio of the two fluids is

large. This acceleration is the main source of producing

the so called “spurious” or “parasitic” currents (artificial

velocities due to an inaccurate representation of surface

tension terms and the associated pressure jump). Brackbill

et al. (1992) and Kothe et al. (1996) recommended the

addition of a density scaling factor in order to reduce

the adverse effects of such acceleration. They proposed

the following equation instead of equation (1):

Fst
v ¼ skdsn ¼ skn

j7Fj

½F�

r

½r�
ð3Þ

where r is the local value of density obtained by the

following equation (local value of viscosity is obtained

using a similar relation):

r ¼ r2 þ Fðr1 2 r2Þ ð4Þ

and [r ] is the difference between the density of the heavier

and the lighter fluids. The density correction term (the

second fraction in equation (3)) is added to correct the

force in the momentum equation. This dampens

the acceleration of the lighter fluid in the cells near the

interface that contain small amounts of heavier fluid.

The newly added fraction is not directly obtained from any

conservation law, but it is merely postulated. We will later

examin the effectiveness of this term and will compare it

with our PCIL model.

Surface tension is then incorporated into the flow

equations simply as a component of the body force. In the

CSS method, the volumetric force used in the CSF method

is converted into stress form. In this model, the effects of

capillary force are presented as a stress tensor T, which is

tangential to the interface and is given by:

T ¼ 2sðI2 n^nÞds ð5Þ

where I is the Kronecker symbol tensor dij and ds is delta

function. Then, the capillary force is written as:

Fst ¼ 27·T ð6Þ

The equivalent volume force derived from the CSS model

can be written as (Lafaurie et al. 1994):

Fst
v ¼ s7· j7FjI2

7F^7F

j7Fj

� �
ð7Þ

Discretization of surface tension forces according to the

CSF or CSS methods can lead to the formation of spurious

currents. These currents are strongly growing vortical

flows in the transition region. In fact, neither of these

models produces very accurate numerical solution in

capillary dominated fluid problems (Rudman 1998, Meier

et al. 2002). In problems where the surface tension forces

dominate the viscous forces, the spurious currents can

cause interface oscillations and, in some cases, deform or

destroy the interface.

2. Model formulation

We present a new simple method for calculating surface

tension force, which we will refer to as the pressure

calculation based on the interface location (PCIL) (Shirani

et al. 2005). We show that by an accurate implementation

of the pressure forces at the interfacial cells, it is possible

to eliminate a significant portion of the spurious currents.

For illustration, we show a two-dimensional interfacial

cell (figure 1), in which fluid 1 (heavier fluid) and fluid 2

are separated by an interface line (plane in 3D). If we write

the force balance, e.g. for the left face, the average

pressure on the left face can be written in terms of

A. Jafari et al.88
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pressures of fluids 1 and 2 and an additional non-

dimensional parameter (HL) representing the interface

location:

pL ¼ p2L þ HLðp1L 2 p2LÞ where HL ¼
lL

Dy
ð8Þ

This parameter (HL) shows the ratio of the left cell face

area occupied by fluid 1 to the total left face’s area. In

general, for all cell faces, one can write:

p ¼ p2 þ Hðp1 2 p2Þ ð9Þ

Therefore, the volumetric surface force using the CSF

model, defined in equation (1), based on the PCIL model

(using equation (9)) becomes:

Fst
v ¼ Hskn

j7Fj

½F�
ð10Þ

Applying the PCIL to the CSS model yields:

Fst
v ¼ Hs7· j7FjI2

7F^7F

j7Fj

� �
ð11Þ

The code SURFER (Lafaurie et al. 1994) is modified and

used for implementation and testing of the PCIL method.

The details of the numerical method based on piecewise

linear interface calculation VOF and projection method

for a semi-implicit Navier–Stokes solver, which have

been used in this code, are given in Lafaurie et al. (1994)

and Gueyffier et al. (1999). Two different continuum

methods, namely the CSF (Brackbill et al. 1992) and the

CSS (Lafaurie et al. 1994) methods, for modeling the

interfacial tension are used in this work. The Poisson

equation is solved using the multigrid method. We have

examined the performance of these methods with and

without the PCIL model.

3. Calculation of “H” in three dimensions

The value of H on each side of a cell depends on the

location of the interface at the same cell. In the piecewise

linear interface calculation VOF method (Gueyffier et al.

1999, Scardovelli and Zaleski 1999) which is used in this

work, the interface is approximated by a plane of

appropriate inclination in each cell. This type of VOF

method provides a second order approximation of real

interface. The straight planes are not connected to each

other at the cell faces. That is, the interface at each cell is

determined independently of the neighboring planes and

their ends need not necessarily be connected at the cell

faces. Each plane is determined so that it is perpendicular

to an interface normal vector, and it divides the cell

surface into two regions that matches the given F for the

cell. So the interface normal vector n, which is a unit

vector perpendicular to the interface pointing to fluid 2, is

to be determined for each cell. Interface unit normal n is

determined from the gradients of F by using the values of

F for the cell under consideration and its 26 neighboring

cells in a stencil of 3 £ 3 £ 3. That is:

n ¼
7F

j7Fj
ð12Þ

More details about obtaining unit normal vector can be

found in Meier et al. (2002). Once the normalized unit

vector n is calculated (with components nx, ny and nz in x,

y and z directions, respectively), a plane is positioned

perpendicular to it in such a way that it matches with the

value of F in the cell.

Let n1, n2 and n3 be the minimum, middle and

maximum values of jnxj, jnyj and jnzj. Thus:

n1 ¼ min jnxj; jnyj; jnzj
� �

;

n3 ¼ max jnxj; jnyj; jnzj
� �

;

n2 ¼ jnxj þ jnyj þ jnzj2 n1 2 n3

ð13Þ

These are components of n along the x1, x2 and x3 axes

(note that x1, x2 and x3 axes are not necessarily x, y and z

axes, respectively). Let d denote the distance of origin to

the plane interface. The intercepts of this plane on the x1,

x2 and x3 axes are (figure 2):

s1 ¼
d

n1
; s2 ¼

d

n2
; s3 ¼

d

n3
ð14Þ

Note that since n1 # n2 # n3, therefore s1 $ s2 $ s3.

In order to match the volume fraction, we need to find

the value of d for which the volume of the cubic cell

beneath the plane is equal to F. Also, to reduce the number

of cases that need to be considered, we only consider the

Figure 1. An interfacial cell described based on the volume of the
fluids.

Figure 2. An interfacial cell and some of “s” and “H” components.

Three-dimensional mode of free-surface interface pressure 89
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cases when F , 0.5 in detail. For F . 0.5, the sign of n is

reversed and the interface position is adjusted to match the

volume fraction 1-F. Hence, in the rest of this section the

volume fraction used, F, will be less than 0.5. As shown in

figure 3, there are five possible cases where the interface

shape is triangular, quadrilateral section A, pentagonal

section, hexagonal section and quadrilateral section B

(Littlefield and Oden 2000).

For the triangular section (case (a)), we have:

6n1n2n3F , n31 ð15Þ

and the vertical distance of interface from origin d is:

d ¼ 6Fn1n2n3ð Þ1=3 ð16Þ

For the quadrilateral section A (case (b)), we have:

n3
1 # 6n1n2n3F , n32 2 n2 2 n1ð Þ3 ð17Þ

and d becomes:

d ¼
n1

2
þ 2n2n3F 2

n21
12

� �� �1=2
ð18Þ

For the pentagonal section (case (c)),

n3
2 2 ðn2 2 n1Þ

3 # 6n1n2n3F , n33 2 ðn3 2 n1Þ
3

2 ðn3 2 n2Þ
3 and n1 þ n2 . n3

ð19Þ

or

n3
2 2 ðn2 2 n1Þ

3 # 6n1n2n3F , ðn1 þ n2Þ
3 2 n32

2 n3
1 and n1 þ n2 # n3

ð20Þ

and

d 3 þ ðd 2 n1Þ
3 2 ðd 2 n2Þ

3 2 6n1n2n3F ¼ 0 ð21Þ

For the hexagonal section (case (d)),

n3
3 2 ðn3 2 n1Þ

3 2 ðn3 2 n2Þ
3

# 6n1n2n3F and n1 þ n2 . n3 ð22Þ

and

d 3 þ ðd 2 n1Þ
3 2 ðd 2 n2Þ

3 2 ðd 2 n3Þ
3 2 6n1n2n3F ¼ 0

ð23Þ

For the quadrilateral section B (case (e)),

ðn1 þ n2Þ
3 2 n32 2 n31 # 6n1n2n3F and n1 þ n2 . n3

ð24Þ

and

d ¼ Fn3 þ
1

2
ðn1 þ n2Þ ð25Þ

Note that for cases (c) and (d), d is calculated by Newton–

Raphson iteration. Using the value of d, we can determine

the values of s1, s2 and s3 from equation (14) for all cases.

Since the interface is approximated by a plane of

appropriate inclination in each cell, the side areas of each

cell which is in contact with fluid 1 can have different

shapes like triangle, trapezium, etc depending on different

cases (figure 3). The sides of these shapes can be expressed

in terms of s1, s2 and s3. Note that in some cases, s1, s2 and s3
exceed 1 and become larger than unit cube’s sides. For

example, for the triangular section (case (a)), all the values

of s1, s2 and s3 are less than 1, but in the quadrilateral section

A (case (b)), s1 . 1, but others remain less than 1. The H

values in three dimensions (H1a, H1b, H, H2b, H3a and H3b)

are the areas of these shapes that can be written in terms of

s1, s2 and s3 as shown in table 1. Note that the 1, 2 and 3

subscripts refer to directions determined from equation

(13), “a” indices indicate closer sides to the origin in each

direction, while “b” indices indicate other sides (figure 2).

Now, we can determine the values of HL,HR, HT, HB,HF

and HD (H values for left, right, top, bottom, front and back

sides) for each cell in terms of s1, s2 and s3. Using equation

(13) and also considering the sign of normal vector, we can

find the corresponding values of and Hx, Hy and Hz. An

example is shown in figure 4, in which we assumed nx
¼ n1, the values ofHL andHR for left and right sides can be

determined in different conditions depending on the cell

volume fraction F and the interface direction.

Except for the cell faces at the boundaries of the

computational domain, each cell face is adjacent to two

other cells. Thus, two Hf values are calculated for any face

f, one from each of the interior cell faces. For example, for

the left side of cell (i,j,k), we have HL,i,j,k and for the right

side of cell (i-1,j,k), we haveHR,i-1,j,k. If the interface lines

are not connected to each other, the two values of Hf may

be different. Based on several different trials, we have

found that a simple averaging method (i.e. using the

averaged H value for that face from two adjacent cells)

works well to eliminate this problem. This prevents the

Figure 3. Possible intersection conditions for a plane intersecting a unit
cube for F , 0.5: (a) triangular section, (b) quadrilateral section A, (c)
pentagonal section, (d) hexagonal section and (e) quadrilateral section B.

A. Jafari et al.90
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creation of internal pressure forces as source terms in the

flow field.

Note that the calculation of Hf does not need extra

operation in the VOF method, since the values of nx, ny
and nz, s1, s2 and s3 are already calculated during the

interface reconstruction process.

4. Results and discussion

To investigate the effects of using PCIL model on the

prediction of surface tension forces, we have conducted

two cases. The first case is a static drop and the second

case is a bubble starting to rise in a liquid medium.

4.1 Static case

We have tested the PCIL method on the temporal

evolution of a three-dimensional stationary liquid drop in

another fluid without gravity, nearly similar to that of

Williams et al. (1998). The drop radius, r, the fluid

densities, r1 and r2, the viscosities, m1 and m2 and the

surface tension coefficient, s, are the main physical

variables (subscript 1 stands for the drop and 2 for the

surrounding fluid). We have also investigated the effects

of variation of physical properties (i.e. density, viscosity

and surface tension coefficient) on the flow field. If the

computed pressure gradient at the drop interface does not

balance with the surface tension force, spurious currents

will be present. These currents tend to grow with time. The

drop radius is taken as 0.25L, where L is the domain length

in the x-direction and is set equal to one. A 32 £ 32 £ 32

uniform mesh, which is a typical resolution for simulation

of interfacial flows, and a time step of Dt ¼ 1025 s is

chosen for all of the stationary droplet calculations.

From the dimensional analysis, the above mentioned

physical properties are grouped into three non-dimen-

sional parameters:

Oh1 ¼
m1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rr1s

p ;
r1

r2
and

m1

m2

ð26Þ

where Oh1 is the (liquid) Ohnesorge number based on the

properties of fluid 1 contained in the drop. Following

Popinet and Zaleski (1999) and Scardovelli and Zaleski

(1999), for a constant radius drop and from the

dimensional analysis, the velocity of spurious currents is

only a function of the surface tension coefficient and

viscosity, i.e. u , s/m and it is not a function of density.

Thus, it is expected that as the density of the flow changes,

the velocity of the spurious currents remains constant.

A wide range of values including the properties of water

(fluid 1) and air (fluid 2) are used for the above parameters.

The results are presented in terms of the norms of the

velocity (mean values of the absolute velocity) and the

maximum values of the velocity of the spurious currents as

a function of various variables. Figure 5 shows the

velocities of spurious currents (shown for the cross section

of sphere) at N ¼ 2000, where N is the number of time

steps. The scale for the velocity vectors shown in all

figures is the same. The results in this case are obtained for

a water drop in air, i.e. r1/r2 ¼ 830.545, m1/m2 ¼ 54.945

and the Ohnesorge number based on the water properties

(Oh1) is 2.34 £ 1024. Figure 6 shows the maximum and

norm of spurious currents as a function of time for the CSS

model with and without the PCIL model. Addition of the

PCIL model drastically reduces the spurious currents

Table 1. H Values for different cases in terms of s1, s2 and s3.

Case H (a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

H1a
s2s3

2
s2s3

2
s3
2

2s221
s2

� 	
2ðs2 þ s3Þ2

s2
s3
2 s3

s2
2 s2s3 2 1 s3

2
2s221
s2

� 	

H1b 0 s2s3
2

s121
s1

� 	2
s2s3

2
s121
s1

� 	2
s2s3

2
s121
s1

� 	2
s3
2

2s221
s2

� 	
s121
s1

� 	

H2a
s1s3

2
s3
2

2s121
s1

� 	
s3
2

2s121
s1

� 	
2ðs1 þ s3Þ2

s1
s3
2 s3

s1
2 s1s3 2 1 s3

2
2s121
s1

� 	

H2b 0 0 s1s3
2

s221
s2

� 	2
s1s3

2
s221
s2

� 	2
s3
2

2s121
s1

� 	
s221
s2

� 	

H3a
s1s2

2
s2
2

2s121
s1

� 	
2ðs1 þ s2Þ2

s1
s2
2 s2

s1
2 s1s2 2 1 2ðs1 þ s2Þ2

s1
s2
2 s2

s1
2 s1s2 2 1 1

H3b 0 0 0 s1s2
2

s321
s3

� 	2

0

Figure 4. Typical representation of different cases for determining H
values in an interfacial cell.

Three-dimensional mode of free-surface interface pressure 91
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(by more than two orders of magnitude). For the CSF

model (figure 7), we have compared the results with and

without the density correction factor, the second fraction

in equation (3). As can be seen, the velocity of spurious

currents produced by both CSS and CSF models are

reduced by orders of magnitudes when the PCIL model is

used. In the CSF model, when the PCIL model and the

density ratio correction are not used, the spurious currents

are larger than that of the CSS model. Once the density

correction ratio is added, the spurious currents magnitude

becomes smaller than that of CSS. By implementing the

PCIL model, without density ratio correction, the

velocities of the spurious currents drop by about two

orders of magnitude. Note that in all the cases studied, the

spurious currents still tend to increase with time. From

figure 7, it can clearly be seen that the implementation of

the PCIL factor is enough to reduce the spurious currents

and there is no need to implement the density ratio

correction in addition to the PCIL. Therefore, the PCIL

model is a better alternative to the density ratio correction,

which is a somewhat heuristic relation.

Effects of fluid properties in the form of density and

viscosity ratios and Ohnesorge number are considered

here. Figure 8 shows the maximum and the norm

velocities of spurious currents as a function of density

ratio for both CSS and CSF models, respectively.

Results for cases with and without the PCIL model are

presented. The viscosity ratio (m1/m2) is 54.945 and

Oh1 ¼ 2.34 £ 1024 (equivalent to that of a water droplet

in air). This figure shows that as the density ratio

increases, the magnitude of the spurious velocities

increases much more slowly with density ratio for the

corrected pressure forces, while it increases rapidly when

the correction is not applied. This evolution of velocity in

the corrected version is in agreement with the dimensional

analysis, which indicates that u , s/m and it should not be

a function of density. It has been recorded by other

researchers (e.g. see Gueyffier et al. 1999) that by

increasing the density ratio, the spurious velocities grow

and thus other methods cannot get reasonable results for

high density ratios. However, it is possible to get

reasonable results for high density ratios using PCIL.

Figure 9 shows the maximum and norm velocities of the

spurious currents as a function of liquid Ohnesorge

number (Oh1) for the CSS and CSF models. Results for

both cases with and without the PCIL model are presented.

In this figure, the density ratio (r1/r2) is 830.545 and the

viscosity ratio (m1/m2) is 54.945. It is shown that the

Figure 5. Spurious currents (shown for a slice of sphere) with the same velocity scales for (a) the CSS model, without the PCIL model, (b) CSS with
PCIL, (c) CSF without PCIL and (d) CSF with PCIL.

Figure 6. Maximum (left) and norm (right) spurious velocities vs. time for CSS model.
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Figure 7. Maximum (left) and norm (right) spurious velocities vs. time for the CSF model without and with density correction term.

Figure 8. Maximum (left) and norm (right) spurious velocities as a function of density ratio.

Figure 9. Maximum (left) and norm (right) spurious velocities as a function of Ohnesorge number.
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spurious velocities decrease by two orders of magnitude

when the PCIL is used. As Oh1 increases, the spurious

velocities decrease by a power law. The variation of the

velocity with Oh1 is also in agreement with the

dimensional analysis which indicates u , s/m.

Figure 10 shows the maximum and the norm velocities

of the spurious currents as a function of viscosity ratio for

the CSS and the CSF models, respectively. Results for

both cases with and without the PCIL model are presented.

In this figure, the density ratio (r1/r2) is 830.545 and

Oh1 ¼ 2.34 £ 1024. Here, m1 has been changed and in

order to keep Oh1 constant, the surface tension coefficient

is changed accordingly. It is shown that the spurious

velocities decrease by more than two orders of magnitude

when PCIL model is applied. As the viscosity ratio

increases, the spurious velocities increase by a power law.

This variation is also in agreement with the dimensional

analysis which indicates that u , s/m, see (Popinet and

Zaleski 1999, Scardovelli and Zaleski 1999).

To further assess the accuracy of this method, we have

determined the mean pressure difference between inside

and outside the droplet summing over the liquid and gas

cells, respectively. This pressure jump should agree with

the analytical value 2s/R for a spherical droplet. Thus, the

pressure jump error is defined as:

error ¼
p1 2 p2
� �

2 2s=R

2s=R
ð27Þ

where, p1 and p2 are the mean values of pressure inside

and outside of the drop. Note that if the pressures p1 and p2
were calculated exactly, the value of error would be zero.

This error remained below 3% for all cases which is

comparable to Meier’s et al. (2002) results.

Also, it should be noted that the PCIL method has

symmetry, i.e. it works for all cases regardless of where

the fluids one and two are located. To ensure this, we

have repeated the calculations for a static bubble instead

of a drop for the two-dimensional version of PCIL and

observed similar improvements.

4.2 Dynamic case

Most of the studies in reduction of spurious currents only

have used static drop or static bubble as their reference test

case. In those cases, the effects of surface tension are

dominated while inertia and gravity effects are neglected.

To further assess the efficiency of the PCIL method, we

have used a dynamic but surface tension dominated case.

In this case, a small spherical air bubble starts to rise in

water from stationary condition, influenced by buoyancy,

surface tension and viscous effects. This is a notoriously

difficult problem for the VOF based methods and even for

the front tracking methods (Shin et al. 2005) especially

since the density ratio is very high (around 830) and small

bubble size creates large surface tension forces which is

difficult to tackle. The reason is that even small

discrepancy between capillary force and pressure gradient

may destabilize the solution (Shin et al. 2005).

Comparing the three approaches (VOF, level set and

front tracking), the level set methods have the least

difficulty dealing with surface tension dominated pro-

blems such as the rise of small gas bubbles in liquid

(Sussman and Smereka 1997). However, most level set

methods still suffer from mass loss problems and even after

many efforts to improve the mass conservation properties

(Bourlioux 1995, Sussman and Fatemi 1999, Enright et al.

2002, van der Pijl et al. 2005), they tend to introduce non-

physical curvature fluctuations. This is because the above

mentioned correction methods are local.

On the other hand, the front tracking method (Unverdi

and Tryggvason 1992) has shortcomings dealing with

merging and breakup of interfaces, as well as surface

tension dominated flows (Shin et al. 2005). The VOF

methods have been the most popular method in the

interfacial flow simulation community. However, despite

Figure 10. Maximum (left) and norm (right) spurious velocities as a function of viscosity ratio.
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their mass conservation and natural treatment of merging

and breakup, they have difficulty dealing with surface

tension dominated flows.

There has been a number of previous bubble

simulations using VOF methods (Tomiyama et al. 1993,

Chen et al. 1999, Meier 1999, Meier et al. 2002, van

Wachem and Schouten 2002), but only a few of them

(Meier 1999, Meier et al. 2002) have been able to simulate

very small bubbles in the order of 1mm in diameter and

with such high density ratios. Most VOF implementations

still suffer from non-physical oscillations and instabilities

due to handling of surface tension dominated flows. The

PCIL methodology is designed to alleviate such problems.

According to equation (7.3) and (figure 7) of Clift et al.

(1978), the terminal rise velocity UT of small air bubbles

in pure water at room temperature can be determined

using the following experimental correlation:

UT ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2:14s=rde þ 0:505gde

p
ð28Þ

where de is the diameter of a sphere of equal volume (or

initial bubble diameter as we start simulation from

spherical bubble). This correlation is also in accordance

with the results of other similar experimental studies

(Martin and Chandler 1982, Tomiyama et al. 1998). Also,

according to figure 2 of Clift et al. (1978), a bubble of

diameter D ¼ 1.5mm is in the spherical shape regime

while for larger bubble with diameter D ¼ 3mm, it is

approximately in the ellipsoidal regime. We choose to

simulate these two different sized bubbles as our dynamic

test case.

For the simulations, the three-dimensional space has

the size of 5D £ 5D £ 20D in the x, y and z directions,

respectively. However, because of symmetry, only a

quarter of the domain is solved for most cases and,

therefore, the number of grid points are 32 £ 32 £ 256

(13 cells per diameter approximately). The CFL number is

chosen to be 0.2 in order to obtain accurate results.

In some surface tension-dominated flow simulations,

since the spurious currents are dominating the solution at

high density ratio (e.g. in water–air system), some

researchers use lower density ratios to circumvent this

problem. For example, Gueyffier et al. (1999) used a gas

density six times higher than air density to avoid such

parasitic solution. Here, we have used the actual densities

of air and water. The CSS surface tension model is

used here.

The bubble shapes for small and large bubbles are

shown in figures 11 and 12, respectively. The left column

shows the shape without using the PCIL model and the

right column with the PCIL method. Note that in the left

columns, the initial bubble shape (at time t ¼ 0) is not

shown for clarity. For both cases, we see that without

using PCIL, the bubble undergoes severe non-physical

deformations because of problems in calculating surface

tension forces. Similar non-physical bubble deformations

are observed by Meier et al. (2002) (see figure 6 of Meier

et al.) for CSF model. Also, Shin et al. (2005) simulated a

similar problem using front tracking method and reported

chaotic parasitic currents as well as “mass loss”. The

parasitic velocities grow until they become able to deform

the bubble dramatically. This large deformation happens

earlier for smaller bubbles, i.e. at time 0.4ms, while for

the larger bubble it takes around 3ms for spurious currents

to grow and cause significant bubble deformations. In fact,

at these times, the magnitude of spurious velocities are so

high that they cause time step to decrease by orders of

Figure 11. The bubble shape for D ¼ 1.5mmwithout PCIL after 0.4ms
(left) and with H at times 0, 14, 21, 27, 34 and 40ms (right).

Figure 12. The bubble shape for D ¼ 3mm without PCIL after 3ms
(left) and with PCIL at times 0, 25, 40, 55, 70 and 85ms (right).
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magnitude and it is not possible to continue simulation to

get a long time solution yet this solution is not acceptable

because of erroneous bubble deformation. The evolution

of the shape and velocity of the larger bubble is shown

in figure 13 at times before 3ms. As it is observed, the

spurious currents start at the upper side of the bubble and

grow fast in time, such that they deform the bubble surface

considerably.

The right columns of figures 11 and 12 show that using

PCIL, the bubble maintains its shape and the spurious

forces have reduced dramatically so that the bubble shapes

are in accordance with experimental results. Compared to

Meier’s (1999) results, for larger bubbles we get similar

results while for smaller bubbles, our results are better

since there is no non-physical deformation and the bubble

stays spherical as the experiments suggest.

In addition to bubble shapes, the calculated rise

velocities for both bubbles are compared to the

experimental data (straight lines) in figure 14. The solid

lines correspond to smaller bubble while the dotted lines

belong to a larger bubble. Good agreement between

numerical and experimental data (Clift et al. 1978,

Tomiyama et al. 1998) is observed. For the smaller bubble

(D ¼ 1.5mm), since the bubble stays spherical and there

is less numerical error, the bubble rise velocity is much

closer to the experimental value than Meier’s (1999) data.

It should be noted that in simulation of free-surface

flows, in addition to the surface tension method used, there

are other factors affecting the quality and robustness of the

numerical simulations. These include pressure-velocity

coupling and pressure solution algorithm. For example,

Takahira et al. (2003) presented an improved level set

method for gas–liquid flows. They reported that using

preconditioning BiCGSTAB for the solution of Poisson’s

equation, their method works well for density ratios up to

10,000:1. However, using multigrid method the iteration

did not converge for density ratios higher than 20:1. This

is an indication of the importance of the pressure–velocity

coupling and solution schemes on the accuracy of the

results. The improvements can be gained using PCIL

under any other solution methodology. Here, the results of

the original methodology for the case of small bubble rise

were not acceptable. After applying PCIL, the results are

in good agreement with the experimental correlations.

5. Conclusion

A three-dimensional method for the calculation of the

pressure force at the interfacial cells for VOF based

methods is derived and presented in detail. In this method

(PCIL), first the intersections of an interface with the

computational cell faces are determined. The area of a cell

Figure 13. Evolution of bubble shape and velocity vectors for a 3 mm bubble without PCIL at times 0, 1.5, 1.875, 2.25, 2.625 and 3 ms, respectively
(the bubble cross-section is shown).

Figure 14. Rise velocities versus time of simulated small air bubbles in
air in comparison to the experimental UT from equation (28) (horizontal
lines). Solid lines correspond to d ¼ 1.5mm and dotted lines belong to
d ¼ 3mm bubble.
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face which is in contact with the heavier fluid is

normalized with the cell face area to obtain a factor H

(between 0 and 1). Then, the two H values obtained from

the cells on both sides of each internal cell face are

averaged. Finally, the capillary force used in momentum

equation is corrected by multiplying it by the factor H

determined for each cell face.

This method is applied to both static and dynamic cases.

For the static case, evolution of a still drop in a motionless

fluid is solved numerically. It is shown that the spurious

currents decrease by more than two orders of magnitude.

The influences of Ohnesorge number, density and

viscosity ratios of the two fluids on the spurious currents

are examined. It is shown that the spurious currents grow

with increasing surface tension coefficient and are

suppressed with increasing viscosity. Increasing the

density ratio has little effect on the spurious currents in

the present model. However, the spurious currents

drastically increase with the density ratio when PCIL is

not used (original surface tension models). Although the

spurious currents are reduced by several orders of

magnitude when corrected surface tension force is used,

there are still some currents in the flow.

Also, two challenging dynamic cases of air bubbles

rising in water have been simulated. It is shown that using

PCIL, we are able to simulate bubble rise and obtain

results (bubble shape and rise velocity) in close agreement

with the experimental data. For the case of a smaller

bubble, the spherical and smooth shape of the bubble

demonstrates the accuracy and robustness of this method

for surface tension dominated flows.
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